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It has been evident that 
Euphoria has brought an 
extensive range of vintage, 
classy, sexy, and cute outfit 
inspiration. It is no doubt 
that the Euphoria did justice 
to each character when it 
comes to highlighting their 
individual style. 
Apart from a highly influen-
tial and vocal fashion 
display, one thing that also 
stood out in the show is the 
glittery and dramatic 
makeup that portrayed the 
numerous emotions that the 
character carried. 
Euphoria created a buzz by 
winning a much-deserved 
Emmy for outstanding 
contemporary makeup in 
2020 with the aesthetically 
pleasing mood board of 
makeup and nail art. 
Here are a few of our favour-
ite makeup looks from the 
show,

Feel like you are in 
Euphoria with 
TheRealB style guide 

 

Cassie's wardrobe is a magical land 
of baby pink and lovely ice blues 
hues, with ruffles and everything 
pretty. Her style defined her 
feminine personality with her 
emotional sensitive aura and her 
hopelessly romantic self. 

Kat's wardrobe and her personality 
have been evolving the most in the 
show, gradually we witness from a 
trendy yet feminine low-key to a 
badass and unapologetic style of Kat. 
Kat's epic printed mesh dress with 
matching gloves look made a new 
fashion statement. 

Maddy's wardrobe has undoubtedly 
carried the most iconic fashion staples, 
her style spoke about her risk-taker 
personality and her carefree self. Her 
cutout bodycon minidress that she 
paired with Amina Muaddi heels nailed 
the show. 

Maddy
PEREZ

Cassie
HOWARD

Kat
HERNANDEZ

Lexi's wardrobe carries a vibe straight from the 
victorian era with collars and florals. Lexi's style 
carried a sophisticated and classic aura that 
describe her writer self. Lexi's Miu Miu 
collared dress and black puff-sleeve Batsheva 
dress was the most stunning.

Lexi
HOWARD

The famous teen show Euphoria has been a hot topic 
and in the spotlight ever since its release. The show 
very beautifully covers the dark side of things and 
talks about sensitive topics, apart from the storyline 
and hyperrealistic cinematography, one thing that 
has widely been talked about is the incredible style 
each character effortlessly pulled off. 

Fashion has played an important element in 
Euphoria, each style the character showcased 
speaks about their state of mind and 
emotions, fashion has been highly vocal in 
Euphoria and every outfit narrated an 
emotion. 
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Rue’s smudged 
and unpolished 
glittery tears eye
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MAKING
NEW APPEAL
WITH MAKE TO ORDER

Apart from the sustainability perspective, the Made 
To Order approach promotes slow fashion, quality 
and the love for one well-made piece that can 

become an heirloom in a world full of people 
wanting more and more newness at hyper 
speed.

Made To Order more than anything is an 
individualistic approach because the more 
personal and special the garment and the 
greater its sentimental value to the beholder. 
Because today, women desire personalization, 
an item which is one of a kind and holds a story, 

and above all, consumer’s value experiences.

TheRealB has recently launched their Exclusive 
Paris Fashion Week Collection, Autumn-Winter 
2022 with the same approach. Every garment is 

made from scratch with sustainable materials that 
are all ethically sourced.

With fashion going more mass and fast, it is slowly 
creating challenges for industry on whole like the 
unfeasibly fast pace, excessive pressure to create 
and produce more quantitatively and fashion 
exclusivity particular to sizing. But, its significant 
contribution is to the even more challenging 
issue of the Climate Crisis.

Many of the luxury brands are now opting for 
MADE TO ORDER approach. Made To Order is a 
more ethical and sustainable approach as there is 
no overproduction and thereby reducing the risk of 
excess unwanted stock going to waste.

 

Small patches of different fabrics are used in 
making silhouettes.  Thereby, patchwork makes 
the garment silhouette more sustainable than 
ever. The playful patchworks are further 
enhanced with hand-sewed embellishments that 
mark an understated charm wherever you go.

These Parisian styles with 
their unusual designs and 
their sustainable material 
make for a sight to behold. 
Created with patches of 
different types of silk 
featuring flamboyant sleeves 
and vogue patterns gives an 
overall polished look. The 
white fur cape attached in 
the silhouette is vegan in its 
creation.

Created with environment-friendly 
jacquard, the green clutch coat lets 
you make a dapper appeal. Designed 
with woven houndstooth and worn 
along with a woven shirt and straight 
pants lets you look like a true Parisian!

The butter-yellow shirt is designed with sustainable 
satin fabric that is ethically sourced. Featuring fine details 
of long sleeves and bell cuffs give that oozing flow to a 
whole Parisian look and make it a perfect outfit to choose 
if you're going for a date!



Fashion has always been my ultimate way of 
expression, it is always apparent that one's style plays 
an important role in describing who you are and what 
you are feeling. While everybody is in love with the 
show, it's important to note that we have witnessed how 
each style the character pulled off described their 
individuality. With the same purpose to adore the 
uniqueness and diversity of the fashion, TheRealB is 
here with our Autumn Winter collection that is specially 
curated with the thought of celebrating the style of 
every individual, with a cluster of shiny embellishments, 
sexy net, dramatic ruffles and a lot more that is specially 
designed to make everyone feeling confident in their 

skin by flaunting their unique self.

BINAL PATEL,
founder of


